I. IDEOLOGICAL ATTACKS ON DEMOCRACY

Not all conservatives are hostile to democracy or question the legitimacy of the democratic process, but many do, and their hostility matters. This is an attempt to describe, explain, and address that hostility. Most prominently, a large group of conservatives treat the marketplace as better than regulation, implicitly attacking democracy and rendering illegitimate democratic attempts to shape the marketplace in the common interest.

A. The Market Supersedes Democracy

The business sector argues for laissez faire principles and against regulation. In reaction to the totalitarian regimes of Hitler and Stalin, “conservatives” seized on collectivist politics as the threat.

Ayn Rand emigrated from Soviet Russia to help show American conservatives that government is the problem and capitalism is the solution. Her worldview was Hobbesian, rejecting the unselfish, collective spirit the founding generation sought to instill. Ignoring Cardozo’s warning against “[t]he tendency of a principle to expand itself to the limit of its logic,” Rand decided the enemy was not merely the totalitarian state but government itself. As she stated, “The only function of the government, in [a capitalist] society,
is . . . the task of protecting [man] from physical force.”3 Everything else gets in man's way. De Tocqueville described Americans using collective action for the common good, an antidote to rampant individualism.4 But Rand was suspicious of collectives, urging reason and individualism instead. “[C]apitalism is the only system that can uphold and protect” individual rights because it promotes an ideology of freedom.5

Rand was no democracy devotee; her ideas were elitist. Public choices often repelled her. Nevertheless, if democracy depends on individual freedom, it also depends on capitalism. Capitalism, she thought, permits virtue since everyone stands on their own ground.6 Government power leads only to more power.

Virtue conflicts with conservative libertarianism. In the moralist tradition, conservatives turn to homogeneity, small communities, shared traditions, and mutual oversight.7 Some argue devotion to family breeds virtue, despite obvious counterexamples. Others argue for federalism, though “states’ rights” have mounted the greatest of abuses. Rand disliked moralist conservatives—theirs were merely collectives ruling the individual. She frequently supported Democrats.8

Friedrich Hayek wrote The Road to Serfdom abroad before settling in America at the University of Chicago.9 He argued for more freedom by opposing everything that smacked of Russian style economic planning. The
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Road to Serfdom made government planning the enemy—the less the better. Hayek did not support everything capitalists wanted. Monopolies could be antagonistic to both democracy and capitalism, especially with government protection. Nor did he assume capitalism fostered democracy. But central planning would destroy democracy because efficiency cannot be accomplished democratically. Trying it would hollow out democratic controls. He claimed only that democracy is “possible” in a capitalist system.

For Hayek, democracy was a means toward freedom. But people demanding legal rulings or changes undermine the rule of law. And “distributive justice,” a fair distribution of the rewards of economic activity, conflicts with the rule of law. Laws “under the name of the Welfare State . . . need[] very careful sorting-out [to avoid] full-fledged socialism.” His general argument is critical of the effects of democracy and fearful of demands for economic justice. Business needs rules applied without exceptions. Particularly problematic were the administrative mechanisms of modern government.

Rand’s and Hayek’s encomiums on individualism fit American attitudes well, except when national emergencies keep them in check. Joseph Schumpeter’s counterargument, that America already had a bureaucratically run economy, identified precisely what angered conservatives.

In 1955, William F. Buckley, the brother of James L. Buckley who would later be a plaintiff in Buckley v. Valeo, founded National Review and wrote in its Credenda that “[t]he most alarming single danger to the American political system” is “Fabian” social democracy. He focused on “[t]he competitive price system” as under attack and needing defense. Further, he included monopolies as a threat but thought business was in danger and unions were the problem.

The 2010 Mount Vernon Statement of Constitutional Conservatism elaborated: “Constitutional conservatism . . . encourages free enterprise, the individual entrepreneur, and economic reforms grounded in market
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solutions . . .”). It mentions “popular will” only where consistent with “the principle of limited government based on the rule of law.” In these documents the “market” underlies liberty and capitalism; it limits democracy.

Another strand of conservative thought is the primacy of consent. The market is imagined as governed by mutual consent, making a simplified understanding of capitalism the moral paradigm of conservative thought. John Locke’s notion of consent to the system of government was not to oppose government, but to control it. In modern conservative thought, people have an individual right to reject government power beyond the control of force and fraud. For instance, what galled conservatives about the Affordable Care Act health care legislation was the mandate to buy health insurance. Conservative philosophers deny other bases of authority and obligation. But their view of consent justifies only unanimous political action. James Buchanan once floated that idea, but later concluded that rules are often valuable even when unanimity is impossible. Still, in economic matters, modern conservatism favors consent and unanimity over other values.

Since conservatives require no consent for the existing conditions, they make consent conservative; only change requires consent, preventing correction of injuries defined by other moral obligations, and turning “minority rights” into conservative control. This branch of conservative theory is therefore largely in conflict with all other moral obligations, including the principle of majority rule or self-government.
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B. The People Are Dangerous

Rand, Hayek, and consent-based theories undergird libertarian and free market ideologies. Conservatives take a contrary position from Leo Strauss, a refugee from Nazi Germany. How to read Strauss is controversial. The following describes what prominent conservatives take from him. As many read Strauss, the rise of Hitler was about the failure of ideology. Conservatives take from Strauss the corporate leadership’s obligation to rule within traditional electoral forms. Strauss rejected any unshakable bedrock for moral truths. From the lack of a logically demonstrable foundation, conservatives read Strauss as leaping to relativism. Logically, the nonprovability of propositions does not demonstrate their moral equality. But their argument is that the Nazis took over because some Germans had absorbed this highly contestable philosophical claim, though German aristocrats handed the reins to Hitler to preserve their own power. Strauss concluded that the people could not deal with the uncertainties of relativism. They needed a bedrock. Without it, a Hobbesian world of warring factions beckoned.

With bedrocks shattering, beliefs must be strengthened. Conservatives conclude that liberals are relativists. For liberals, morality depends on what injures others. In conservatives’ eyes that makes them relativists, and, for Strauss’s followers, liberal relativism destroys the state.

The conservative reading of Strauss does not support democracy—democracy was the problem. The ability to make choices challenges bedrock beliefs. Therefore, people need guidance. American bedrock beliefs include the Founders’ work. Hence, while Straussian support the mechanisms the Founders created, they do not accept the implications of the underlying principles. The attempt to improve democracy, to make it more accountable and egalitarian, is precisely the problem. They claim too much democracy, accountability, and equality will undermine democracy. In other words, the People are dangerous. In separating ultimate truth from politics, Straussians argue the leaders’ task is to flout the rules to achieve greater state security.
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Leaders are inherently above the law. For Straussians, deception of the American people, whether about Iraqi weapons or sending arms to Contras in the teeth of a statutory prohibition, were acts of leadership. But Clinton’s sexual immorality was a serious problem because it undermined popular faith and morality.

Many neoconservatives and Straussians argue that capitalism undermines community spirit and democracy by placing a premium on selfish behavior. They argue that capitalism can destroy itself as there is no standard; instead it is simply who gains and who loses. What some call “unregulated” simply means that the law favors the rights of one of the parties. The moral rules of capitalism can either promote constructive self-reliance and generosity or encourage an egoism and corruption that destroys the community, or perhaps both.

Some conservatives, then, treat capitalism and democracy as limited to consent or unanimity, except for the exclusion of force, fraud, and slavery. Straussians, by contrast, are more devoted to tradition than to specific conceptions of capitalism or democracy.

II. CAPITALIST ATTITUDES ABOUT DEMOCRACY

Polling data in the United States links support for capitalism with reduced support for important mechanisms of democracy, and vice versa. Working in the early 1980s, Herbert McClosky and John Zaller found general support for elections but skepticism about the underpinnings of democracy: universal suffrage which is central to democracy; free speech which empowers intelligent votes; religious and ancestral equality which affects participation in and fairness by democracy; and treatment of the accused, manipulated by autocracies to cow and control the population. Collectively they reflect a willingness to take account of others, essential for democratic systems.

For capitalist values, McClosky and Zaller focused on ownership rights. Those most invested in ownership show less support for other liberties and those who most support civil liberties and equality show less support for
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ownership.\textsuperscript{43} This mirrors Hayek's conflict between popular sovereignty and the rule of law.\textsuperscript{44} 

Support for universal suffrage showed a small decline among those who most supported capitalism.\textsuperscript{45} And “those who differ in their support for capitalism . . . disagree over virtually every other democratic value.”\textsuperscript{46} The difference is clear among the general public and pronounced among the leadership.\textsuperscript{47}

McClosky and Zaller found those who felt strongest about capitalism showed much less support for equality in any form.\textsuperscript{48} In line with their finding, conservatives have enlisted the Supreme Court to limit the scope of laws designed to protect equal opportunity or a level playing field.\textsuperscript{49}

For some strong supporters of capitalism, democracy infringes on their freedom of action. They perceive government regulation as burdensome, even regulation designed to provide rules of fairness and honesty.\textsuperscript{50} George W. Bush represented this attitude when he labeled Al Gore’s criticisms of tax breaks for the wealthy and of corporate power as a mean-spirited attempt “to
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wage class warfare to get ahead."51 Such "class warfare," in the view of many, has no place in a democracy. Efforts to democratize political power can restrict or threaten what conservatives think of as their "rights" and what liberals would describe as improper "privileges" given to conservatives.52

Conservatives are less likely to defend the rule of law, including the Bill of Rights, in the criminal process.53 Yet, conservatives insist on constitutional protections against "regulation" of the market and resist being bound by such laws by challenging campaign finance regulations or stripping the Internal Revenue Service's ability to investigate taxpayers.

III. CONSEQUENCES OF THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST GOVERNMENT

The direction of modern conservatism bears McClosky and Zaller out. Conservative ideology actually pushes its attack beyond markets to the door of democracy. Free market conservatives deny that democratic institutions can profitably regulate the market, while favoring rules that protect large monopolies.54 Democracy has a minimal role in "limited government." Insistence on consent narrows the legitimate range of democratic decisionmaking. Treating the marketplace as better than regulation implicitly attacks democracy, rendering illegitimate democratic attempts to shape the marketplace in the common interest. The marketplace model attacks both democracy and equality.

This is explicit in conservative thought. Robert Nozick would deny government the right to intervene except to stop force or fraud,55 thus preventing the pursuit of the "general welfare."56 Richard Epstein argues taxes unconstitutionally take private property, unless for the benefit of the taxpayer.57 His theory had a test run on the Supreme Court but failed when Justice O'Connor switched her vote.58
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Conservative ideology even denies that democratic principles can serve as a guide for the conduct of elections. A Court majority explicitly welcomed plutocracy, cutting out nonlandowners from some elections. Bush v. Gore literally stopped the Florida count. And Buckley v. Valeo insisted that the only government interest justifying the regulation of money in politics is the prevention of quid pro quo corruption or its appearance.

The underlying idea here is aristocratic. The conservative revival is not about promoting democracy but about controlling it. Social Darwinism was more honest.

If they went no further than to recognize and try to correct the pitfalls of democratic government, liberals and conservatives would remain on common ground. Liberals also see the risks of democratic governance. People can be misled. Money can influence them via political and issue advertisements to make the wrong decisions. Education for everyone is important to strengthen the quality of decisions. For liberals, a fair process in which each side is well-represented should result in a popular decision that the system is bound to respect.

But for conservatives, money gives capitalists a way to control the multitude. They would subordinate the democratic process to the economic marketplace, which they think far superior.

Those views make it hard to persuade conservatives to improve democracy or to make it more responsive to the general public. On the other hand, their anti-democracy views are also a potential weakness, best disguised or covered over.
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IV. RESPONSES

The Roberts Court’s output reflects an attachment only to economic liberties; democracy is not treated as a governing standard. But democracy and self-government should be treated as compelling interests, protected in the Republican Government Clause, built into constitutional language and structure, and into its repeated references to liberty. In the Founding era, there was no greater liberty than self-government.

Constitutional interpretation is incoherent without a commitment to protect self-government. Every theory of interpretation is purportedly based on democratic premises. Therefore, failure to commit to protecting democracy, while insisting on its implications, ultimately abandons the underlying premise of self-government.

The only conservative on the existing Court who sometimes feels the pull of democratic values is Justice Kennedy, but only regarding freedom of speech and an occasional voting rights case. A mathematical formula for gerrymandering was beyond him.

There is considerable evidence from political scientists, in histories, case studies, game theory, and statistical studies confirming the importance of classical republican egalitarian thinking and the fair distribution of resources to the stability of democracy, and embedded in virtuous and vicious cycles. As Bruce Bueno de Mesquita and his colleagues have explained, the broader the group who select the leadership, the broader the distribution of benefits is likely to be, while the narrower the group who determine the leadership, the narrower the distribution of benefits. Both cycles are self-confirming. Infrastructure that benefits the general population, from water to roads and health, is more widely distributed in democratic than dictatorial governments, where those projects are undertaken only for the benefit of the powerful.
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The Bueno de Mesquita group’s work explains not only the importance of equality to the stability of democracy, but also the output of democracy to the distribution of infrastructure. In turn, many of the most reputable scholars investigating the links between democracy and development have found that the most democratic governments produce better economic results. Democracy, rather than a hindrance to development, turns out to be its engine.\textsuperscript{70} At best, some conservative jurists might be interested in such studies that relate democracy to economic success. But the thrust of the modern conservative argument is not in that direction.

The public should understand that “ideological” conservatives are trying to take people’s votes away, attack democracy, and promote a free market ideology above all other democratic values. And the people need to understand the benefits that government investment can and has promoted. But, although the antiregulatory posture runs counter to the evidence\textsuperscript{71} and antidemocratic, it remains popular.
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